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Minicourse on Stellar Activity

(1) Jan 25 9 AM: Stellar magnetic fields

(2) Jan 25 10:15 AM: Stellar chromospheres

(3) Jan 25 4 PM: Stellar coronae

(4) Jan 27 9 AM: Stellar winds

(5) Jan 27 10:15 AM: Host star radiation and 
effects of exoplanet atmospheres
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“Whatever aspect of stars that you study, 
magnetic phenomena make the topic more 
exciting and more intractable”

“If the Sun did not have a magnetic field, it 
would be an uninteresting as most 
astronomers consider it to be”                  
– Leighton

“Stellar activity controls exoplanet 
habitability”

“Observed magnetic field parameters 
depend on how they are measured”



Important Review Papers

• Reiners “Observations of Cool-Star 
Magnetic Fields” Living Reviews of Solar 
Physics 8, 1 (2012).

• Donati & Landstreet “Magnetic fields of 
Nondegenerate Stars”, ARAA, 47, 333 
(2009).

• Linsky & Schöller “Observations of Strong 
Magnetic Fields in Nondegenerate Stars”, 
Space Sci Rev. 191, 27 (2015).



Stellar magnetic fields: Topics to be covered

• Solar magnetic fields
• How to measure magnetic fields
• Zeeman broadening technique and results
• Doppler imaging technique and results
• Zeeman Doppler imaging technique and results
• Magnetic field differences between quiet and active stars
• Magnetic field differences between solar-type and 

M-type stars
• Relation of small-scale to large-scale magnetic fields
• Correlations of magnetic fields with activity parameters



Wide range of magnetic field strengths in 
the universe

• Interstellar medium: 3-5 μG
• Average of Sun as a star: ~1 G
• Strong fields in solar photosphere: ~1.5 

kG
• Sunspots: 3-4 kG
• Strongest field in a nondegenerate star 

(“Babcock’s star”, Ap): 16 kG
• Old neutron stars (surface): ~106 G
• Magnetars (crust): 1014 – 1015 G



What types of stars have 
measured magnetic fields?

• Young pre-main sequence stars with kG magnetic fields 
(e.g., T Tauri, Herbig AeBe).

• Normal main-sequence stars with spectral types F, G, K, 
M, and probably also brown dwarfs (L, T, and Y).

• Chemically peculiar A and B stars (e.g., Babcock’s star 
and HD 75049 with 20-40 kG field strengths).

• Be, pulsating B stars, and even O stars (e.g., θ1 Ori C, 
HD 191612, and NGC 1624-2 with a 20 kG field).

• Post-main sequence stars (weak in single giants, strong 
in RS CVn-type close binaries.



Solar magnetograms obtained with the Michelson 
Doppler Imager (MDI) instrument on SOHO

Magnetic flux/aperture is the spatially
 averaged magnetic field strength



Comparison of solar white light image showing 
sunspots and magnetogram (black/white indicates 
polarity (images from SOHO)



Magnetic loops in the solar corona seen in by the 
TRACE (Transition Region and Coronal Explorer) 
satellite in the Fe IX/X 171 Å line (T=1x106 K)





EUV (171Å) image of the Sun with coronal 
magnetic field potential field reconstruction 
(Schrijver & Title 2011)



Yohkoh X-ray images of the Sun taken every 120 
days for 4 years beginning at the 1991 maximum



Sunspot cycle since 1600

• 11 year period  except for the Maunder minimum 
(1645-1715) when no sunspots seen when Europe had 
colder temperatures (little ice age)

• Increasing evidence that convective zone stars also 
have cycles and may go through similar episodes of 
minimal magnetic activity

From Lockheed Martin Advanced Technology Center



Evidence for stellar magnetic cycles from the Mt. 
Wilson Ca II index program (Baliunas et al. ApJ 
438, 269 (1995)



Schematic of Zeeman splitting and polarization of 
the π and σ components. Circular polarization 
along B and linear polarization perpendicular

Reiners (Living Rev. Solar Phys. 8, 1 (2012)).

Splitting of the σ components is Δλ=46.67gλ2B mÅ. 
λ in μm. B in kG.



Stokes representation of polarized light in 
the presence of a magnetic field

Solar off-limb spectra of the Na I D line
Trujillo Bueno & Manso Sainz (2001)



Magnetic Field Terminology

Spectrally unresolved Spectrally resolved

Note that BMOD and BNET likely are not single values but 
distributions of magnetic field strengths with corresponding 
filling factors. B=∑i Bifi



Histograms of the net-longitudinal magnetic-field strength 
(<Bz>, left) with the net magnetic-field modulus (BNET, right)

• The histograms are for the same solar active region obtained by two 
different spectro-polarimeters at the same time with the same 2” 
angular resolution (Rabin ApJL 390, 103 (1992)).

• NIM measured B_MOD and f from the complete splitting of FeI 
1.565μm line (Landé g=3.00) in Stokes V spectra with f ≤0.30. 
Some field lines not vertical, so magnetic field strengths larger than 
measured.

• NSO optical Stokes V measurements could not resolve the line 
splitting. Since <B_z>=fB_NET and f small, <B_z> << B_NET  <  B.

• When the Sun is observed as an unresolved star, <BZ> ≈ 1G. 



 Comparison of the Fe I 8468.4Å line in the flare 
stars EV Lac with the inactive star GJ 725B. Left: 
both stars. Right: ratio EV Lac/GJ 725B

Unpolarized Zeeman broadening spectra.

Johns-Krull & Valenti (2000)



Zeeman broadening of an Fe I line in a Pleiades 
K3 V star and an inactive K3 V star (Valenti & 
Johns-Krull, ASP Conf. Ser. 248, 179 (2001))



Zeeman broadening of the T Tauri star TW Hya 
(K7) assuming 4 regions of different B (From 
Valenti and Johns-Krull (2001))



Measuring magnetic fields using Zeeman line 
broadening (unpolarized light): Assumptions

• Excess broadening of high Landé g factor lines compared to low 
Landé g factor lines measures the unsigned magnetic field (B) and 
filling factor (f) in the photosphere. ΔλB=4.7x10-13 gλ2Bpar Å

• Most analyses assume that magnetic regions have a single value of 
B (or a few values) and nonmagnetic regions have B=0. 

• Field lines are oriented radially in the photosphere. What if not true?
• Thermal structure of the magnetic and nonmagnetic regions is 

assumed to be the same. [Unlikely to be true. Leads to errors in f 
but not in B.] What effect on f if the magnetic regions cooler/hotter?

• This technique avoids severe cancellation. [At solar maximum, the 
net polarization signal would give B=1-2G amplitude.]

• Best to observe in the IR because λB/ λD ~ λ. For large B can 
observe Zeeman split components in the infrared. For small B see 
only broadening. DKST will measure magnetic field strengths with 
IR spectrophotometry.



Essence of Doppler imaging (Vogt 
& Penrod PASP 95, 565 (1983))



Doppler imaging Requirements
• N=vrotsini/FWHM=number of resolution elements across 

the disk. If FWHM≈10 km/s (for no rotation), then need 
vrotsini>30 km/s and spectral resolution <10 km/s.

• Need high S/N>500, especially for rapidly-rotating stars 
with shallow absorption lines. Use many spectral lines.

• If i=90° then no Doppler effect. If i=0° then N-S 
ambiguity. i=20°-70° best. Should know i to ±20°.How 
can one measure the inclination angle i?

• Need observations at many phases. Preferably over 
many cycles to separate rotational modulations from 
intrinsic variability. 

• Need unblended lines. Preferably many lines to enhance 
S/N of the Doppler image.

• Need a reliable image reconstruction procedure (e.g., 
maximum entropy (ensures the least amount of image 
information consistent with data) or CLEAN (radio 
astronomy) or ….



Reconstuction using Doppler 
imaging under near ideal conditions

• High signal/noise, good coverage of rotational phases, and known 
orientation of rotational axis

• Doppler imaging using maximum entropy image reconstruction
• Vogt et al. (ApJ 321, 496 (1987)) 



Some results concerning surface thermal 
structure in active stars from Doppler 
imaging (cf. Hussain AN 325, 216 (2004))

• Large polar starspots are real. Unlike Sun but 
predicted in simulations (e.g. Schrijver & Title 
2001).

• Spots have lifetimes of years in RS CVn 
systems (e.g., HR 1099, Vogt et al. 1999) or vary 
on short timescales in PMS stars (e.g., He699 
Barnes et al. 1998)

• Evidence for differential rotation (AB Dor, Donati 
& Collier Cameron 1997)



How can one measure magnetic fields in starspots?

• Diatomic molecules (e.g., CaH, FeH, TiO, and MgH) observed in 
starspots but not in the warmer photospheres. 

• Observe molecular spectra circular and linear polarization.
• Afram & Berdyugina (A&A 576, A34 (2015)).



Simulations of ZDI signals for radial and azimuthal 
components: Hussain (AN 325, 216 (2004))

• V is proportional to the line 
of sight component of B

• V/I line profiles are plotted.
• Redshifted and blueshifted 

ions spiral the magnetic 
field lines in opposite 
directions producing 
opposite V/I signals.

• Radial component 
decreases and azimuthal 
component increases to 
limb due to projection of 
vertical field lines along the 
line of sight. 



Comparison of test image of 2 spots with 
reconstructions with S/N=∞, 20,000, and 8,000 
(Donati & Brown 1997)



ZDI of ξ Boo A (G8 V, Prot=6.43 days). Strong 
toroidal magnetic field (Morgenthaler et al. 2011)



Large-scale magnetic topology of Tau Boo 
(F7 V) planet host star at three times. Note 
switches in sign. (Donati+Landstreet 2009)



Results of the ZDI analysis of 4 solar-mass stars 
with different rotational periods (Petit et al. 2008)

• Magnetic energy of the 
large-scale magnetic field 
increases with rotation 
rate.

• Large scale magnetic 
field of slow rotators is 
mainly poloidal.

• Large scale field of rapid 
rotators is mostly toroidal 
(an azimuthal ring).

• Change is near Prot=15 
days.  

• Consistent with 3D MHD 
calculations of Brown 
(2007-8).

Bmean = 2800 Prot
-1.8



Evidence for magnetic polarity reversal of 
HD 190771 (G5 IV, 8.8 day rotation period) 

(Petit et al. A+A 508, L9 (2009)) 

Left (2007), Middle (2008), and Right (2009). Top figures (radial field), 
Middle figures (azimuthal field), Bottom figures (meridional field).



Zeeman Doppler Imaging of a late-M dwarf 
(Morin et al. MNRAS 407, 2269 (2010)



Non-potential magnetic field of young rapid rotator AB Dor 
(Hussain et al. ApJ 575, 1078 (2002))

• ZDI analysis with a code that 
includes non-potential fields.

• Free energy 14% of potential 
field in corona (20% at base).

• Non-potential component of 
azimuthal field (right) due to 
electric currents in polar spot 
penumbra (70-80 deg latitude).

• Non-potential fields predict 
large slingshot prominences 
with high latitude footpoints 
(mixed polarity).

• Consistent with flares and 
strong X-ray emission from 
polar regions of rapid rotators 
(e.g., 44i Boo, Algol).



Magnetic field topologies of cool stars. Symbol size indicates relative 
magnetic energy (integral of <B_z>2 over stellar surface). Color 
indicates purely toroidal (blue) or poloidal (red) fields. Shape indicates 
that poloidal field is purely axisymmetric (decagon) or 
nonaxisymymmetric (star). Ro =Prot/tconv = Rossby number. Active M 
dwarfs have strong, axisymmetric poloidal fields (Donati + Landstreet 
2009)



Large-scale magnetic topologies of CTTSs from Zeeman 
Doppler imaging. Symbol size indicates magnetic intensity. 
Color: red=pure poloidal, blue=pure toroidal. Shape: 
decagon=pure axisymmetry, star=pure non-axisymmetric 
poloidal fields.

Donati et al. MNRAS 436, 881 (2013)



What controls the magnetic geometry of M 
dwarfs? (Gastine et al. A+A 549, L5 (2013))

• ZDI and theoretical dynamo models show 
that active early M dwarfs (M*>0.5MSun) 
have only strong multipolar magnetic fields 
(fdip<0.2). 

• ZDI show that active low mass 
(M*<0.15MSun) stars can be in either of 2 
regimes (strong dipolar B or weak  
multipolar B) at same Rossby number.

• No sensible explanation for bistability yet. 



Some concerns about Zeeman 
Doppler Imaging
• Be skeptical about beautiful images, the devil is in the 

details.
• Most published ZDIs are based only on Stokes I and V. 

Inclusion of weak linear polarization (Q and U) from new 
instruments like PEPSI may change the results (e.g., 
azimuthal and meridional components).

• Irregular time sampling and uncertain orientation may 
induce artifacts.

• Possible crosstalk between the Stokes parameters.
• Stellar magnetic fields can evolve during observations.
• Not included lower temperatures of magnetic starspots 

will predict weaker fields and not included higher 
temperatures in faculae and active regions will predict 
stronger fields.

• ZDI images show the spatially and spectrally 
UNRESOLVED magnetic flux not the field strength.



Relation of large-scale (ZDI) to small-scale 
(Zeeman broadening) magnetic fields

Yadav et al. (ApJ 813, L31(2015).
• MHD simulations of distributed 

dynamo magnetic fields in fully 
convective M dwarfs.

• Large-scale dipolar fields 
generated deep in the star.

• Convection shreds the 
large-scale field into 
small-scale fields near the 
surface.

• Poloidal and Toroidal magnetic 
flux same at surface.



Relation of large-scale (ZDI) to small-scale 
magnetic fields (ZB) in fully convective stars

• Left: fully resolved radial, 
meridional, and azimuthal 
fields at stellar surface.

• Middle: low-pass filtered 
field at ZDI resolution.

• Right: ZDI reconstruction 
of the fully-resolved field.

• Note that the pattern of 
the ZDI and filtered fields 
are the same, but ZDI 
recovers only 20% of the 
resolved magnetic flux.



Integrated light measurements of  the 
unsigned magnetic field (Bf) of M dwarfs 
from Stokes I (Reiners 2012)

Mostly from FeH spectra. Note that these represent mean magnetic fields. 



Comparison of Bf (right) and Lx/Lbol (left) with 
the Rossby number R0=Prot/Ƭconv 

Bf=70R0
-1.5 until saturation near Bf=1000. Red symbols are saturated M7-M9 V.

Pizzolato et al. (2003) Reiners (2002). Crosses are 
sun-like stars. Circles are M 
dwarfs.



Relation of the unsigned magnetic field (Bf) 

with equatorial rotational velocity 

Bf≈50veq  (Reiners 2012).



Photospheric magnetic field scaling laws 
(Valenti + Johns-Krull (2001))

EK Dra: P=2.6 days (1/P=0.38) predicted to have f=0.5 not 0.01 for Sun. 
Beq

2/8π=Pgas increases with gravity fro 1.5 kG on Sun to 3-4 kG on M dwarfs. 



Empirical relations of Bphoto/Beq  (Beq
2/8π=Pgas) and 

magnetic field filling factor (f*) in stellar 
photospheres

Cranmer & Saar (ApJ 741, 54 (2011))



Extra Slides



Two examples of X-ray stellar 
cycles from Güdel (Living Reviews 
in Solar Physics 2007)

Prot=2.60 days, Age=59 Myr Prot=8.77 days, Age=750 Myr



Doppler images (intensity maps) of 
three young active stars

Güdel “The Sun in Time: Activity and Environment”
 Living Reviews in Solar Physics (2007)



Magnetograms of the 
observed Sun and simulated 
active Sun vs. cycle phase 
• Simulated active Sun shows 

polar spot (magnetic field 
strength ≈2 kG like a sunspot 
supresses convection) and 
ring of opposite polarity

• Grey scale saturates at 700 
Mx/cm-2 for active Sun and 70 
for observed Sun

• Simulated active Sun looks like 
a young G2 V star  with Prot=6 
days

• From Schrijver and Title (ApJ 
551, 1099 (2001))

• Left: solar simulation
• Right: simulated active Sun 

with magnetic regions that 
emerge 30 times faster than 
for the Sun



Comparison of (a) a test magnetic image with a ZDI 
reconstruction, (b) a ZDI reconstruction using 4 Stokes

vectors, and (c) a ZDI reconstruction using only I and V. 

Kochukhov & Piskunov (2002)



Radial, azimuthal, and meridional fields in 4 
solar-mass stars (Petit et al. 2008)

HD146233, 23 
days (18 Sco)

HD76151, 20.5  HD73350, 12.3 HD190771, 8.8



Coronal magnetic field extrapolations: closed field 
lines (white), open field lines (black) (Jardine 2013)

• Left: static potential field 
extrapolation ignoring surface 
non-potential fields (top: CE 
Boo, bottom GJ 49).

• Non-potential fields have higher 
energy than potential fields 
(local dipoles) because of extra 
electric currents.

• Right: static potential + 
non-potential field extrapolation 
(top: CE Boo, bottom GJ 49). 

• Main difference is the azimuthal 
field component at mid-latitudes.

• Inclusion of the wind along open 
field lines removes the effect of 
non-potential fields far from the 
star, so mass loss and angular 
momentum loss are the same.



Comparison of two M dwarf stars with very 
different azimuthal magnetic fields and stresses

• CE Boo (M2.5 V, 
Prot=14.7 days) with 
poloidal magnetic field 
that close to potential 
energy.

• GJ 49 (M1.5 V,Prot=18.6 
days) with a strong 
azimuthal field and a 
non-potential surface 
magnetic field.

• Jardine et al. (MN 431, 
528 (2013))



Effect of M dwarf magnetic fields on potentially habitable 
Earth-like planets (Vidotto et al. A+A 557, A67 (2013))

• The stellar magnetic 
pressure at the planet 
can reduce the size of its 
magnetosphere leading 
to increased erosion of 
the planet’s atmosphere.

• Calculation assumes an 
Earth-like planet with a 
dipolar 1G magnetic field.

• Stellar wind ram pressure 
decreases with stellar 
age.



Can M dwarf star magnetic fields 
reduce the habitable zone size?
• Closest orbital distances that 

Earth-like planets can keep 
their present or past 
magnetospheric size due to 
stellar magnetic pressure.

• Reduced sizes of 
magnetospheres can lead to 
atmospheric erosion by stellar 
magnetic winds.

• Mars may be an example of a 
planet with near total 
atmospheric mass loss due to 
erosion when it lost its 
magnetic field 3.6 Gyr ago. 
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